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Abstract— Web mining is the application of data mining 

techniques to determine knowledge from WWW. Web 

mining is useful in E-Commerce to know the browsing 

behavior of customers. Today web is the superlative 
medium of communication in modern business. Many 

companies are redefining their business strategies to get 

better business output. Business in excess of internet 

provides the opportunity to customers and partners where 

their products and specific business can be found. Nowadays 

online business breaks the hurdle of time and space as 

compared to the physical office. Big companies around the 

world understand that e-commerce is not just buying and 

selling over Internet, rather it improves the efficiency to 

compete with other giants in the market. For this reason data 

mining sometimes called as knowledge discovery is used. E-
commerce websites provide customers with a extensive 

variety of navigational options and actions: users can freely 

move through different product categories, follow multiple 

navigational paths to visit a specific product, or use different 

mechanisms to buy products, for example. The problem in 

E-Commerce is we don’t have any clue about our visitors 

till they place an order, after that you will be able to gain 

access to significant personal information from the sale. In 

this paper we are proving a survey paper on web mining 

techniques for user behavior analysis on online shopping 

websites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Web mining is the name of applying data mining techniques 

to automatically find out and extract helpful information 

from the World Wide Web documents and services. 

Although Web mining puts down the roots intensely in data 

mining, it is not equivalent to data mining. The unstructured 
feature of Web data triggers more complication of Web 

mining. Web mining research is in verity a converging area 

from several research societies, such as Database, 

Information Retrieval, Artificial Intelligence, and also 

psychology and statistics as well. Web mining involves the 

analysis of web server logs of a website. [1] 

Web Usage Mining is one of the functions of data 

mining techniques to discover usage prototypes from Web 

data, in order to appreciate and better serve the requirements 

of Web-based applications. It tries to find out the useful 

information from the secondary data derived from the 

interactions of the users while surfing on the Web. Usage 
data captures the uniqueness or origin of Web users along 

with their browsing behavior at a web site. It deals with 

learning the data generated by web surfer’s gatherings or 

behaviors. On the divergent, web usage mining extracts the 

secondary data resulting from the interactions of the users 

with the web. The secondary facts includes the information 

from the proxy server logs, browser logs, web server access 

logs, user profiles, user sessions, user queries, registration 

data, bookmark data, mouse clicks and scrolls, cookies and 

any other data which are the results of these interactions. [1] 
The web is becoming much accepted larger than 

the last decade, bringing a well-built platform for 

information distribution, retrieval and analysis of data. 

These days the web is a great deal popular for a large data 

storage area for containing a broad variety of data and 

knowledge base, in which data are hidden. [2] 

 
Fig. 1: Web Mining (Introduction) 

In today’s ever associated world, the way people 

shop has altered. People are buying new and more over the 

Internet instead of going conventional shopping. E-

commerce provides consumers with the chance of browsing 
endless product catalogues, evaluating prices, being 

constantly informed, creating wish list and enjoying an 

improved service based on their individual benefit. This 

rising electronic market is highly competitive, featuring the 

options for a customer to effortlessly move from one e 

commerce when their requirements are not satisfied. [3] 

However, discovering customer’ behavior and the 

reasons that guide their buying process is a very complex 

task [4]. E-commerce websites provide customers with a 

wide variety of navigational options and actions: users can 

freely move through different product categories, follow 

multiple navigational paths to visit a specific product, or use 
unusual mechanisms to purchase goods. [5] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 M.Karthik and S.Swathi (2013) did a detailed analysis 

on usage of web mining technology to provide security 

for E-Commerce websites by framing a system consists 

of web structure mining, web content mining decision 

analysis and security analysis.[6] 
 V.ShanmugaPriya & S.Sakthivel (2013) given a new 

method for web data extraction by removing noise that 

is present in the web documents. They designed three 

phases of data extraction. In the first phase list of web 
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documents are selected, second phase documents are 

pre-processed, in the final phase results are presented to 

users. [7] 

 Vivek Dogne, Anurag Jain, et.al (2015) did a survey 

and described about the abundance of information 

available on the World Wide Web (WWW), the issue of 

how to extract useful knowledge from the Web has 

gained major attention among researchers in data 

mining and knowledge discovery areas. Web mining is 

useful to reflect the significance of WebPages and to 

forecast the web domain visits of a variety of users. 

They tried to bring a study of the rapidly rising area of 

Web usage mining, which is the order of current 

technology. They produce a common overview of Web 

usage mining. [8] 

 R.Shanthi and S.P.Rajagopalan(2013) compared 

different web mining algorithms to identify the context 

associated with the web design of an E-Commerce 

portal and proposed webpage collection web mining 

algorithm to manage time and space complexity. [9] 

 Neha Sharma & PawanMakhija (2015) explained and 

provide the novel approach for session recognition .The 

growth of World Wide Web is unbelievable as it can be 

seen in present days. Web usage mining is an essential 

part in the personalization of Web services, edition of 

Web sites, and the improvement of Web server 
performance. It applies data mining techniques to 

decide Web access patterns from Web log data. In order 

to discover access patterns, Web log data should be 

reconstructed into sessions. [10] 

 ChhaviRana (2012) studied about the web usage mining 

and focuses on techniques that could predict user 

behavior while the user interacts with the Web. It makes 

a sense of the data generated by the Web surfer’s 

sessions or behaviors. There is an effort to provide an 

overview of the state of the art in the research of web 

usage mining, while discussing the most relevant tools 
available in the sphere as well as the recess 

requirements that the current variety of tools lack. It 

will give a view on the existing tools, their specialized 

focus with respect to an applicative objectives and the 

need for a more comprehensive new entrant in this 

sphere in the light of the current scenario. [11] 

 Mohammad Amin Omidvar, Vahid Reza Mirabi et.al 

(2011) given a flexible methodology to analyze the 

efficiency of dissimilar variables on various reliant 

variables which all are times series and especially 

reveal how to use a time series regression on one of the 
mainly significant and primary index on Google 

analytic and in concurrence it shows how to use the 

most suitable data to gain a more accurate result. Search 

engine visitors have a variety of impact on page views 

which cannot be clarified by single regression. On one 

hand suggestion visitors are well- fitted on linear 

regression with little impact. On the other hand, direct 

visitors made a vast impact on page views. The superior 

connection speed does not simply imply higher impact 

on page views and the substance of web page and the 

territory of visitors can help connection speed to 

describe user behavior. Returning visitors have some 

similarities with direct visitors. [12] 

 Ravinder Singh & Bhumika Garg (2014) did a survey 
and described about web usage mining intends to 

automatically discover and analyzed the sample in click 

stream and associated information is self-controlled or 

generated as an outcome of user interaction with web 

browsers, on one or more websites .Web Usage mining 

is the mixture of the two approaches that is Web 

Caching and Web Pre-fetching. Their proposed work 

presents an approach that combines web caching and 

web pre-fetching approach to improve the performance 

of proxy server’s cache. The Hybrid approach Web 

caching and Web pre-fetching can complement each 

other since the Web caching technique exploits the 
temporal locality and contrasts to Web pre-fetching 

technique utilizes the spatial locality of Web objects. 

Finally they concluded how the response time of hit 

taken from the user cache is less as compare to the data 

taken directly from the log file. [13] 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we apply web mining techniques to learn user 
behavior in online shopping. By the use of these web mining 

techniques, companies can understand the user behavior and 

they can develop their market strategies. 
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